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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a novel solution for implementing Head-Eye coordination
which is an intelligent human behavior. We develop the principle of determining a
third unknown view from two known views and apply it to solve Head-Eye coordination problem. The advantages of our solution are: (a) a closed-form solution is
obtained and (b) "one-step" or "two-step" control algorithm can be implemented
in a straightforward way.
KEYWORDS: Head-Eye Coordination, Visual Guidance.

1. Introduction
It is commonly believed that robotics research reaches the stage of looking into the aspect of
intelligence which will be the key issue to make industrial/service robots more user-friendly
and hence more useful than current cases. The challenge here is how to de ne machine intelligence that we want to replicate on robots. The perception of intelligence by human beings is
quite subjective. It may be dicult to objectively state the de nition of machine intelligence.
Then, the question is whether it is still possible to build intelligent robot without knowing
precisely what we mean by robot's intelligence ? (it is easy to say that an intelligent system
must be reactive, sensitive, and have certain ability to understand and to communicate, etc).
We believe that one possible way of developing intelligent robot is to make robot imitate
nature or human beings.
Human beings is a complex and intelligent system. There are some basic human behaviors
which are relevant to robotics. These include:

 Hand-Eye Coordination (e.g., picking up and placing object by hands being guided by
eyes).
 Head-Eye Coordination (e.g., looking and searching object of interest with controlled
head motion).
 Leg-Eye Coordination (e.g., walking around a 3D environment by legs being guided by
eyes).
 Hand-Hand Coordination (e.g., manipulating objects with two hands).
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 Full-Body Coordination (e.g., playing sports like basketball).
 and others.
Current R&D in robotics has already moved into the direction of imitating nature or human
beings. In the area of Hand-Eye coordination with robotic system [4], extensive research
works have been done so far (see [2] for a detailed survey). As for Head-Eye coordination
(sometime called image-based visual servoing or misclassi ed as Hand-Eye coordination),
only highly iterative approaches have been developed (see [2] and [6]). These approaches are
based on the use of specially designed minimization process to generate motion control signal
which guides head to a position where the image seen by eyes (the observation) looks like
a reference image (the goal). No other investigation has been made to see whether a noniterative and thus deterministic approach exists and is able to ful ll Head-Eye coordination
with robotic system.
In this paper, we present a novel method for implementing Head-Eye coordination. The
principle underlying our method is the determination of a third unknown view from two known
views. The application of this principle to Head-Eye coordination allows to implement either
"one-step" or "two-step" control algorithm. In this way, high speed and high accurate HeadEye coordination can be realized because no iteration is involved in the coordination process.
Head-Eye coordination is an intelligent human behavior and is also an important problem of
robotics. Its importance in robotics can be explained by some practical applications such as:

 Automatic Car Following (special case of object tracking):

Automatic car following is an useful function for a smart car system. If two cars (A, B)
driving on a highway will go to a same destination, car B can just follow car A if the
driver of car B wishes to do so. This can be achieved by maintaining observed image
of car A seen by the vision system mounted on car B to be constant. In this case, the
vision system plays the role of eyes and car B (three degrees of freedom) plays the role
of head.
 Automatic Loading/Unloading of Containers (special case of picking up objects placed
on a ground):
To pick up a container placed on the ground of a port, the problem is to guide the
picking-up device to a position on top of a container. If we consider the picking-up
device (four degrees of freedom: one rotation and three translations) as a head and
the vision system mounted on it as eyes, the problem of loading/unloading containers
becomes a Head-Eye coordination problem.
 On-Fly Assembly (special case of object tracking and manipulation):
The current practice for assembly task (harddisk or PCB assembly) is to (temporarily)
stop assembly parts and move them to next station after the completion of assembly. It
is possible to achieve on- y assembly while assembly parts are in motion with conveyor,
if we can maintain a zero motion between assembly robot and a conveyor. This can
be done by mounting robot's base on a mobile platform (considered as a Head of three
degrees of freedom: one rotation and two translations) and installing a vision system
(considered as eyes) on the mobile platform. Then, the problem of maintaining a
zero motion between assembly robot and a conveyor becomes a Head-Eye coordination
problem.

Therefore, we believe that Head-Eye coordination is an interesting research topic in robotics.
In the following sections, we state the generic problem of Head-Eye coordination and present
a closed-form solution. Experimental results are given to support the validity of our method.

2. Problem Statement
As illustrated by Fig.1, a Head-Eye coordination system is generally composed of a vision
system (eyes) mounting on a mobile platform (head). The vision system can have one or two
cameras and the mobile platform may have up to six degrees of freedom.
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Figure 1: Generic con guration of Head-Eye coordination system that can be composed of (a)

stereovision mounted on a mobile robot, (b) monocular vision mounted on a robot arm, or other
con gurations.

At a particular position (called Reference View), the vision system can capture an image as
reference (called Reference Image). Fig.2 shows one example that a camera is at a reference
view position and a reference image is taken.
REFERENCE IMAGE

Figure 2: Reference View and Reference Image.

During real operation, the camera(s) may be at any position (as shown in Fig.3) other than
the reference view position. Therefore, the observed image is di erent than the reference
image.
Now, the problem of Head-Eye coordination can be stated as follows: How to control the
mobile platform (head) which will bring the camera(s) (eyes) to a position where the observed
image is equal to the reference image ?

OBSERVED IMAGE

Figure 3: An Arbitrarily View and An Observed Image.

3. Methodology of Deterministic Approach
Let's consider a set of 3D line segments (a 3D line segment is equivalent to a pair of two 3D
points on a rigid object) observed by one mobile camera moving at View One and View Two,
respectively. Then, the problem of Head-Eye coordination becomes how to determine View
Three (ie., the reference view) if the motion transformation between View One and View
Two is known. Fig.4 shows the situation. If we are able to determine View Three and move
the camera to View Three, the observed image at View Three will be equal to the reference
image.
REFERENCE VIEW
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VIEW ONE

Figure 4: Principle for deterministic Head-Eye coordination: Determine a third unknown view

(REFERENCE VIEW) from two known views (VIEW ONE, VIEW TWO).

Suppose that the motion between View One and View Two is known. This condition is realistic because one can move the camera from a current position (View One) to an intermediate
position (View Two) with a known motion of the mobile head. If using calibrated stereovision,
we can directly consider left camera as View One and right camera as View Two. In order to
determine (unknown) View Three (ie., the reference view), the problem is how to determine
the motion transformation between View Two (or View One) and View Three by using a set
of line segments extracted from a set of three images: the image taken at View One, the image
taken at View Two and the reference image (the reference image is memoried by the vision
system at the initial stage of Head-Eye coordination). To solve this problem, the eight-points
algorithm developed in [5] is not applicable because it did not allow to completely determine
a motion transformation, nor the approaches based on three-dimensional correspondences [1]
because a reference image does not provide any three-dimensional information. Then, one
may ask the question of whether a solution exists ? In the next section, we present a novel
and closed-form solution to armatively answer the question.

4. Determination of Third Unknown View From Two Known
Views
Here, we present a general solution for Head-Eye coordination system composed of one camera
mounted on a mobile head having six degrees of freedom. If one uses two cameras and
a mobile head having less than six degrees of freedom, the solution is still valid and will
obviously become simpler (because there will be less motion parameters to be estimated).
We model a camera by a perspective projection. Let OXY Z be a 3D coordinate system
associated to a camera and oxy be a 2D coordinate system associated to its image plane. If
(X; Y; Z ) represent the coordinates of a 3D point and (x; y) represent the coordinates of its
2D image point, under perspective projection, we have the following relationship:
x = X=Z and y = Y=Z
(1)
Under View Three, the projection of a 3D line segment onto the 2D image plane yields a 2D
line segment which can be described by the equation of its supporting line like below:
a 3 x 3 + b 3 y 3 + c 3 = 0:
(2)
where the sux v3 simply means the observation by the camera at View Three. By applying
Eq.1 to the above equation, we obtain the following equation describing the projection plane
passing through the 3D line segment:
a 3 X 3 + b 3 Y 3 + c 3 Z 3 = 0:
(3)
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If we denote S 3 = (a 3 ; b 3 ; c 3 ) and P 3 = (X 3 ; Y 3 ; Z 3 ), the above equation can be written
in a matrix form as follows:
S 3  P 3 = 0:
(4)
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S 3 is the parameter vector of a 2D line segment extracted from the reference image (which is
known), and P 3 are the coordinates of a point on a 3D line segment observed by the camera
at View Three (which is unknown). Let P 2 be the coordinates of the same point observed
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by the camera at View Two. Then, the following relation holds:
P 3 = R 2 3  P 2 + T 2 3:
(5)
where (R 2 3 jT 2 3 ) is the unknown motion transformation between View Two and View
Three.
The application of (5) to (4) yields:
S 3  R 2 3  P 2 + S 3  T 2 3 = 0:
(6)
Eq.6 is a linear system that relates to each other the 2D information S 3 (extracted from the
reference image), the 3D information P 2 (can be calculated from View One and View Two)
and the unknown motion transformation (R 2 3 jT 2 3 ). Eq.6 is the rst key equation of our
method.
Note that P 2 is any point on a 3D line segment that can be thoroughly determined from
two known views: View One and View Two (see [7] for a detailed solution). If we take a pair
of two points (P 0 2 ; P 002 ) on a 3D line segment observed by the camera at View Two, we can
build the following system:

S 3  R 2 3  P 0002 + S 3  T 2 3 = 0:
(7)
S 3  R 2 3  P 2 + S 3  T 2 3 = 0:
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The subtraction of the two equations in Eq.7 yields:
S 3  R 2 3  (P 02 ; P 002 ) = 0:
v
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(8)

which is an unit vector that represents the direction vector of a 3D line segment, Eq,8 becomes:
S 3  R 2 3  D 2 = 0:
(9)
The direction vector of a 3D line segment can be directly determined from the two known
views: View One and View Two (see [7]). It is interesting to point out that Eq.9 does not
involve the unknown T 2 3 . Therefore, we can rst estimate the rotation matrix and then the
translation vector of the motion transformation between View Two and View Three. Eq.9 is
the second key equation of our method.
There are three independent unknown parameters in R 2 3 and three unknown parameters
in T 2 3 . Hence, a set of three line segments are enough to fully determine R 2 3 and T 2 3
with Eq.9 and Eq.6. In practice, one may prefer to work with linear system and use LeastSquares estimation method. In order to do so, we can consider that there are eight unknown
parameters in R 2 3 (factorize out, for instance, the parameter of row 3 and column 3 from
R 2 3 , and recover it later on by using the orthogonality constraint that the matrix R 2 3 has
to meet). In this way, a set of eight line segments allow to establish a linear system for the
estimation of the matrix R 2 3 . Once we know R 2 3 , T 2 3 can be estimated from a linear
system with a set of three line segments only.
So far, we can summarize our Head-Eye coordination algorithm (called "two-step" control
algorithm) as follows:
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 Step 0: At View One, capture one image and estimate a set (Set A) of line segments

from the image.
 Step 1: Move the camera from View One to View Two with a known motion, capture
one image and estimate a set (Set B) of line segments from the image.
 Step 2: Establish the correspondence between the above two sets (Set A, Set B) of
line segments and calculate the corresponding set of 3D line segments. Establish the
correspondence between Set B and the set (Set C) of line segments extracted from the
reference image. Choose a set of eight pairs of matched line segments (between Set B
and Set C) and estimate the motion transformation R 2 3 and T 2 3 . Finally, move the
camera to View Three (ie., the reference view).
v v

v v

"Two-step" control algorithm is applicable to the con guration of one camera mounted on
a mobile platform (eg., robot arm) (as in Fig.1b). It is easy to notice that we can have a
"one-setp" control algorithm if using a calibrated stereovision system mounted on a mobile
platform (as in Fig.1a). In this case, left camera is treated as View One and right camera is
treated as View Two.

5. Experimental Results
The implementation of our method is straightforward if we already have algorithms for performing edge detection, line segment estimation, temporal/spatial matching and 3D reconstruction of line segments (see [3] for details). Due to space limitation, we give one example
of experimental results:
This example shows an experiment with real system. We have a stereo cameras mounted on
an indoor mobile robot (as in Fig.1a). A box is placed in front of the mobile robot. The goal
here is to maintain a xed view of the box by the mobile robot. At one time instant, the
vision system captures a pair of stereo images. We move the box with a motion involving
both rotation and translation. Moving the box is equivalent to move the reference view
away from robot's current position. Then, the robot automatically computes the motion
which is necessary to bring the robot again to the reference view position. Fig.5 shows the
experimental results. The image size is 512  512. The estimated motion transformation
between View Two and View Three (ie., reference view) is:

1. The rotation matrix R :

!
0
:
980591
0
:
107180
;
0
:
164174
R = ;0:104814 0:994225 0:023033 :
(10)
0:165694 ;0:005378 0:986162
with its axis of rotation to be (;0:072265; ;0:839053; ;0:539229) and the angle of
rotation to be 11:336561 (degree).
2. The translation vector T  :
T  = (22:871370; ;3:478399; 1:009764)(cm):
(11)

(The motion transformation is expressed in the left camera's coordinate system)

(a) Image A (Left View)

(b) Image B (Right View)

(c) Reference Image (View Three)

(d) Edgemap of Image A

(e) Edgemap of Image B

(f) Edgemap of Reference Image

(g) View One/Two Match

(h) View Two/Reference Match

(i) Superposition in Reference View

Figure 5: Head-Eye Coordination With Stereovision. The left camera is treated as View One and

the right camera is treated as View Two. After taking a reference image, the box in the scene is moved
away. Then, the Head-Eye coordination system computes the reference view from stereo images. (a)
Image A taken at View One; (b) Image B taken at View Two; (c) The memorized reference image; (d)
The edgemap of image A; (e) The edgemap of image B; (f) The edgemap of reference image; (g) The
matched line segments extracted from image A and image B; (h) The matched line segments extracted
from image B and reference image; (i) the superposition between the line segments extracted from
the image taken at the estimated reference view and the line segments extracted from the original
reference image.

6. Conclusions
The important conclusion that can be derived from this work is the following principle: Given
a set of eight (or three) non-collinear line segments, we can determine a third unknown view
from two known views by using a linear estimation process (or non-linear estimation process if
using only three non-collinear line segments). This principle is directly applicable to solve the
Head-Eye coordination problem, and thus ensures a closed-form solution. The "two-step" or
"one-step" control algorithm developed under the presented principle complements existing
iterative approaches of Head-Eye coordination. This in return deepens our understanding
of Head-Eye coordination which is an intelligent human behavior and a relevant topic in
Robotics.
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